
Be on the Lookout for Competitive-only Soccer Clubs

Please try to check all soccer club websites before offering a sample and make sure you are not dealing 
with a competitive or "travel" only soccer club. If you have been given a warm lead, do not 
automatically assume it is recreational. We've had issues in the past where travel-only clubs slipped 
through the cracks and were sent samples, and are now entered into Big Contacts. I'd say 80-90% of the 
soccer warm leads are fine and offer some or all recreational soccer, (coached by moms and dads, 
which is what we want - not professional coaches), but I'm depending on you to help us weed out those 
travel clubs that we've got on the books. If you stumble upon one of these, please just shoot me an 
email, I'll check it out and, if it is travel-only, I'll take care of it so you don't have to deal with it in the 
future.

We should always review the website first to see what kind of club we're looking at. Red flags are 
words such as "travel" "competitive" "premier" "try-outs" "elite" "ODP" "select" etc. But keep in mind, 
these words don't automatically mean that you're dealing with a competitive-only club, as most clubs 
have both rec soccer and a travel side. Here is a sample from a club website that is in our database as a 
warm lead:

We select players based on skill, commitment and attitude. A willingness to learn and hard work are the  
keys to being selected for the Club. Other criteria used in selecting players are performance in a tryout  
environment and recommendations of present and/or previous coaches.

So this club isn't a community, recreational, coached by moms and dads where every kid gets a t-shirt 
and anyone who wants to can play club. This club will employ professional coaches and limit the 
number of teams to one or two per age group - not a good fit for us. Sometimes you can get an alert just 
from the club name. Usually "F.C." is a warning, (e.g. Smithfield F.C.). Other names like "Attack" 
"Arsenal" "Manchester" (aggressive-sounding names or named after famous European teams), often 
mean you have a competitive club on your hands.

Words to look for on the recreational side are, "recreational" "in-house" "intramural" "small-sided". 
Finally, if you're ever not sure, when you call the contact begin your script with, "Do you folks offer 
recreational soccer coached by moms and dads?" If the answer is no, let them know that you're product 
is aimed at rec soccer and thank them for their time. If they say yes, proceed into your script.

Please be diligent in helping us only get samples to our target audience of recreational soccer clubs.

Brian


